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TUART TREE BORERS 
Statement by Member for Dawesville 

MR MARSHALL (Dawesville) [12.50 pm]:  There is grave concern about the destruction being caused by 
borers to tuart trees south of the Dawesville Channel.  Eighteen months ago, almost overnight, a decline to the 
health of the tuart trees in Lake Clifton, Lake Preston and Yalgorup National Park areas was noticed and alarm 
bells rung at the Department of Conservation and Land Management when many people rang in to express their 
concern.  Over 13 000 vehicles a day use the Old Coast Road and drivers were alarmed that the 60-foot tuarts on 
either side of the road were dying.  A mild winter and dry summer was blamed for the tuart borers burrowing 
under the bark, moving around the tree limbs and in the worst cases, ringbarking the trunk and killing the trees.  
Officers at CALM predicted that most of the trees would recover in three years.  However, a second season of 
light rainfall has put this prediction into jeopardy.  CALM is continuing to regenerate badly affected areas with 
treatment to individual trees by spraying, but there are grave doubts about whether it is winning.  It appears the 
disease, or borer, is travelling north.  Large sections of Dawesville around Estuary Road are infected, as are the 
trees at the Mandurah Country Club, the bypass area near Pinjarra Road and the areas in Baldivis. 

A huge number of trees are said to be around 100 to 150 years old.  They are beautiful trees supplying shade, 
nesting for birds and windbreaks and are an essential part of the ecosystem.  To lose all of the these trees would 
make the areas look not only unsightly but also like Death Valley, and in Yalgorup National Park and Estuary 
Road, Dawesville, in particular, a fire hazard would be inevitable. 

I urge the Minister for Environment to give CALM the resources to research this problem and restore these tuarts 
to their former glory posthaste. 
 


